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P4P
Nothing to Disclose

P4P
Fiduciary Practice
Patient’s interests Paramount!
Accountability for Outcomes
Accountability for Costs
Patient’s care Paramount!

P4P
JUSTICE in Medicine
To each according to what they need.

P4P
Quality is: the Cost of Value
Cost must always be Secondary
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Cost of medical care has become the problem.

Readmissions = $27 BILLION

---

**P4P**

Cost of Health Care

CMS 2017

Estimates Total Cost

3,500,000,000,000

Total Federal Revenue 2017

3,300,000,000,000

---

**P4P**

722,139 Patients Admitted for 3 Conditions

Pneumonia P=0.006

Acute MI P=0.23

Heart Failure P=0.30

Sutton NEJM
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**P4P**

86,403 Subjects Causes of Readmission

Older Patients

More Comorbidities

ASA Class III or IV

Giebova JVS 2016
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**P4P**

P4P Scorecard

Little or no improvement:

Utilization or outcomes.

Suggests:

Consider Components

Yaun, B 2017
P4P
Huge Numbers
Gap Between Black Patients
Improvement After P4P
“No Deleterious Effects”
AMI Getting CABG 13.6%
After P4P 10.6%
Epstein 2014

P4P
CMS is Considering:
A New Model to 90 days
Without Inclusion of
Risk-Adjusting the Data
Even More Ethical Problems
Fry 2018
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Thank You
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